
Year 4 — Knowledge Organiser — Computing  Key Vocabulary 

Internet Computers connected on a network so 
they can communicate 

World Wide 
Web 

Websites and web pages that provide 
information and content 

Search   
engine 

An online tool that helps you find 
websites and webpages. 

URL Uniform Resource Locator. An indi-
vidual address for each website 

HTML Hypertext markup language. Special 
language or code used to make and 

design websites  

Online   
profile 

The way someone wants to be seen 
and thought of online 

Photo     
editing 

To change elements of an original 
photograph 

Graphical 
coding 

Computer programs written using  
colour blocks moved and placed on 

screen. 

Text based 
language 
coding 

Programs written using typed codes 
and languages  

Count   
controlled 

loops 

Programming a computer to do the 
same thing a set amount of times. 

The Internet and the World Wide Web 

 Websites 

The Internet and the World Wide 

Web (WWW or Web) are two 

different things . 

The Internet 

Websites are produced to share 

information  across the internet. 

Each website has pages within in it 

showing different information. A 

bit like a book. The home page of a 

website it like the front page and 

contents page of a book, showing 

you what it is about and where to 

find the information within it. 

Menus will direct you around the 

webpage. Webpages can have 

text, videos and pictures. 

The Internet is made up of millions of 

computer devices all connected 

through a network so they can     

communicate with each other. The 

computers use special language or 

code to do this.  

The Web or WWW are webpages, content and 

information that is shared across the internet.  

The WWW 

Menu of content Search for  

content Information 
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Just like there are many different languages 

spoken around the world, within digital    

technology there are different types of code.  

Graphical coding can also be called Block    

coding or Visual coding where blocks are 

physically moved on a screen to make up  

simple programs (or instructions) for the   

computer to follow. 

Test coding involved typing text code onto 

the screen to make a program for the         

computer to follow.   

Using screens for too long can damage your 

eyes, so regular breaks are important. It is also 

important to recognise the difference between 

socialising with friends online and off line. You 

need a balance of both. 

There are lots of things you can do 

to digital images using various  

different tools within computer   

programs called software. The ed-

iting tools are often in a ‘tool bar’. 

Sometimes you can combine parts 

of different pictures together to 

make a new picture.  

It is lots of fun to change images, but 

you have to remember that if you 

can change images, then imagine 

how images that you see on the   

internet have been changed as well.  

Cropping images means 

that you digitally cut 

out a smaller section of 

a larger image. 

Cropping 

The internet and WWW is an amazing tool. But you have 

to be aware that not everything you see and read on 

there is real. People can make up stories, this is called 

‘Fake news’. People can also alter photos and images to 

give people a false impression of what someone or 

something looks like. Using computer programs such as 

‘Photoshop’ can help people change photo’s 

Not everything is real! 

Graphical Coding V’s Text 
Based Language Coding 

Original     

image 

Fake / edited 

image 

Make up added 

Whiter teeth Shape of eyes 

changed 

Filters 

Filters can be used to add visual 

effects or to make colours  

brighter and more intense as 

well as darker. 

Healthy and unhealthy 
online behaviour  


